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Xmas light
fans really
Let It Glow

BRIGHT sparks Dan and Mark WarrExtance spent six weeks turning
their bungalow into a Disney castle.
The Frozen-style creation comes
complete with galloping horses,
reindeers, a UV tunnel and penguins.
Dan did it to raise money for the

NHS, Air Ambulance and Macmillan,
who helped him beat testicular
cancer. The pair of Yeovil, Somerset,
were among dozens of entrants
shortlisted for a competition called
Illumination Street, sponsored by the
British Garden Group.
VOWLabour chief Starmer

Starmer: I’ll
cut power of
Westminster

By Chris McLaughlin

we’d still
vote leave
EXCLUSIVE by nigel nelson
Political Editor
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the Lottery

Last night’s
numbers:

LOTTO: 4, 10, 14, 21, 27, 28 Bonus: 23
THUNDERBALL: 5, 10, 18, 23, 32
Thunderball: 1. £500k is the top prize.
HEALTH LOTTERY: 10, 18, 24, 34, 49
Bonus: 40. £100k is top prize.
EUROMILLIONS: 2, 3, 13, 17, 21 
Lucky Stars: 7 & 8

Leave would win again if the
Brexit vote were rerun, despite
fears over the economic carnage
leaving the EU will cause.
A Sunday Mirror poll found eight in
ten voters have not changed their
minds since the 2016 referendum.
Four years ago 52 per cent voted to
leave, with 48 per cent for remaining.
Now 50.4 per cent want out, with
49.6 per cent wishing to stay, just
scraping a victory for the leavers.
The result is especially surprising as
we teeter on the edge of a no-deal
Brexit, amid dire warnings of chaos at
the border and the costs to families.
The British Retail Consortium is
warning of £3.1billion in import taxes,
which would add an average 20 per
cent to tariffs payable on food.
In a no-deal scenario, 7,000 of the
10,000 lorries arriving at Dover each
day would be hit by long delays.
There are also likely to be shortages of fresh food, and six in ten
medicines could be held up for
three months.
More than one in ten of
those surveyed said they had
begun stockpiling, with 17 per
cent planning to do so. Only

logjamTrucks
queue at port of
Dover yesterday

No-deal fears fail
to change minds
just over half, six in ten, said they
had no intention of panic
buying.
Of those stocking up, more
than four in ten are putting
away toilet paper, tinned goods
and dried foods such as
cereals, pasta and rice.
More than one in
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three are filling their freezers as well
as buying stores of medicines such as
ibuprofen and paracetamol.
Some 30 per cent are buying lightbulbs and batteries, and 25 per cent
are getting in supplies of long-life milk,
bottled water and booze.
Nearly one in four voters think that
Boris Johnson should quit as PM if he
cannot pull off a deal, rising to 54 per
cent among Remain supporters.
But 45 per cent think he should stay
on regardless of the outcome of talks.
If there is a deal, MPs have been put
on standby to return to Parliament
this week. The EU Parliament has
given negotiators a deadline of today.
But talks in Brussels have stalled
again over how long it will take to
bring in new fisheries rules.
The UK’s chief negotiator David
Frost says that Britain must control its
own fishing rights from day one.
EU chief negotiator Michel Barnier
warned: “This is the moment of truth.
“There is the chance of a deal but
the path is very narrow.”
But Cabinet Office boss Michael
Gove said negotiations could continue
right up until the new-year cut off.
■■Savanta ComRes interviewed 2,006
UK adults aged 18+ online between
December 16 and 18.
nigel.nelson@sundaymirror.co.uk
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LABOUR’S leader Keir
Starmer will tomorrow set
out his aim to shift power
away from Westminster in
a new wave of devolution.
In a speech on the future
of the Union, he will say
handing decision-making
to local levels will make
UK borders “obsolete”.
It underpins Labour’s
fightback in May’s Scottish
Parliamentary elections.
He will say in his livestream speech: “I’m determined to preserve and renew the United Kingdom.
“I may be the first person
to run for PM on a manifesto that aims to push as
much power as possible
away from Westminster.”

info demandRishi Sunak

Which firms
got furlough
funds, Rishi?

By Nigel Nelson

C hancellor Rishi
Sunak will today be
ordered to reveal where all
his furlough cash has gone.
The Commons spending
watchdog wants him to
publish names of firms
that received the money by
the end of January.
Meg Hillier, Public
Accounts Committee
chairwoman, said: “With
the Treasury claiming it
can’t give even a ballpark
figure... until the end of
next year, public scrutiny
of where taxpayers’ money
is going is essential.
“We want to see the list
much sooner than that.”
PAC MPs also say HMRC
does not know how much
fraud and error has cost.
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